Organic Letters journal, a SPARC-sponsored American Chemical Society journal. This journal is targeted to compete with the Elsevier publication Tetrahedron Letters. Tetrahedron Letters is quite expensive (in excess of $9000 for a library), whereas the alternative is considerably cheaper, about $2500. (One might question why a brand new journal with no track record published by a not-for-profit society is priced more than their flagship organic journal, the Journal of Organic Chemistry.) Clearly, there is a potential for considerable cost savings here. However, Tetrahedron Letters is a very successful journal and most libraries will be extremely hesitant to cancel this important component of an organic chemistry collection. On the other hand, Organic Letters has already attracted many authors and has become an important journal. What is a library to do but subscribe to both! So what is the short-term effect? It is an increase in the journal budget! Perhaps over the long-term the competition will lead to dramatic reductions in prices or the elimination of one of these competing journals, but neither of these possibilities is assured.
The SPARC initiative perhaps is not radical enough in questioning the role of the publisher in the scientific communication question. The economics of publishing are fundamentally a minor issue of little interest to the scientific community. Rather, this community will be more interested in initiatives that improve the communication process itself. 
